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Diablo 2: Lord of Destruction (also known as Diablo 2:LOD or Diablo 2:L.O.D.) is a hack and slash action role-playing game,
developed by Blizzard Entertainment and published by Westwood Studios. It was released worldwide for Windows, DOS and

Macintosh computers in November 1996, and was a major commercial success for the company, selling over six million copies
within a few months. Diablo 2: Lord of Destruction received many awards, including Game of the Year and Best Action Game
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from both the Game Developers Choice Awards and Interactive Achievement Awards, and Best Action Game at the PC Gamers
Lifetime Achievement Awards. D2L OD is a hack of Diablo 2. The aim of the project is to be a fully playable patch of the

game, with official permissions, to allow players to play online and use mods like the free D2L OD Translator. D2L OD
features official support for both single and multiplayer hacks, and is the first to support both official Translations of the game

and modding. The project is still under development, but plays close to the original game. D2L OD incorporates the official
patch 1.12a, the modding support pack 1.9, and various changes made to the game itself. Fastest Hack - D2L OD Features. -
D2L OD has all of the achievements and skills of Diablo 2. This includes the talent system, multiple character classes, magic
spells, and more. D2L OD Features - Character Class - D2L OD is the first hack to have the entire game playable. You can

choose from one of the six "completionist classes" for Diablo 2, including Archer, Barbarian, Demon Hunter, Druid, Monk, and
Witch Doctor. D2L OD Features - Monster Power. - D2L OD was developed primarily for single player, but supports

multiplayer hack play with friends and strangers. D2L OD Features - Balance. - D2L OD is the first mod to have officially
licensed gold farmers working on it. This means that the rules of the game are not changed when playing online, and there is no
backstabbing or cheating. D2L OD Features - Image Support. - D2L OD has full support for both CPU and texture modders,

with the original packs and the official patch 1.12a. D2L OD Features - Translation - D2L OD features official Translations for
two languages, English and 3ef4e8ef8d
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